
How to Tame a Horse in Minecraft: A
Comprehensive Guide
Minecraft, a sandbox game developed by Mojang Studios, offers players a world of
endless possibilities, including the opportunity to tame and ride horses. Horses are
not just a means of faster transportation but also an integral part of many players'
Minecraft experience. Learning how to tame a horse in Minecraft is a rewarding
endeavour that enhances mobility and adds a new dimension to gameplay. This
guide will walk you through the steps to tame a horse, including locating horses, the
taming process, and using the horse effectively.

Finding a Horse

Before you can tame a horse, you need to find one. Horses typically spawn in the
Plains biome, which is characterised by its flat terrain and grassy fields. They can
also be found in the Savanna biome. Horses spawn in herds of up to six, so you will
likely have multiple options when you find a group. Each horse in Minecraft has
unique stats, such as speed, jump strength, and health, which can vary from horse to
horse.

Preparing to Tame a Horse

To tame a horse, you need to be empty-handed; make sure you are not holding any
items in your hands. Additionally, having some food like apples, wheat, or golden
apples can be beneficial as it increases the horse’s temper, making it easier to tame.

The Taming Process

1. Approach the Horse: Slowly approach the horse you want to tame. It’s
important to be calm and patient during this process.

2. Mounting the Horse: Right-click (or press the use button on your platform) on
the horse to mount it. The horse will likely buck you off a few times. Each time
you are bucked off, immediately mount the horse again. Repeating this
process increases the horse’s temper.

3. Wait for Hearts: Continue mounting the horse until you see hearts appear
around it. The hearts indicate that the horse is now tamed and will not buck
you off anymore.
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Tips for Successful Taming

● Use Food: Feeding the horse apples, wheat, or sugar before mounting can
increase the likelihood of taming it faster. Golden apples or golden carrots
work exceptionally well but are more costly in terms of resources.

● Persistence is Key: The taming process can sometimes take several attempts.
Stay patient and keep mounting the horse until it’s tamed.

Equipping and Riding Your Horse

Once the horse is tamed, you can equip it with a saddle to control its movement.
Here’s how:

1. Craft or Find a Saddle: Saddles cannot be crafted; they must be found in
dungeon chests, village blacksmith chests, or obtained through fishing.

2. Equip the Saddle: Open your inventory and drag the saddle to the saddle slot
of the horse’s inventory. You can access the horse’s inventory by right-clicking
on the horse while sneaking (shift + right-click on PC).

3. Riding the Horse: With the saddle equipped, you can now control the horse’s
movements. Use the standard movement controls to direct the horse. Horses
can jump over obstacles, which is useful for navigating difficult terrain.

Additional Equipment

● Horse Armour: You can equip your horse with armour to protect it from
damage. Horse armour comes in leather, iron, gold, and diamond varieties.
Like saddles, horse armour can only be found in chests or obtained through
trading.

● Lead and Fence Post: To prevent your horse from wandering off, use a lead
(crafted with string and a slimeball) to tie the horse to a fence post.

Breeding Horses

Taming one horse is great, but breeding horses can be advantageous for obtaining
offspring with potentially better stats. Here’s how you can breed horses in Minecraft:



1. Tame Two Horses: Ensure you have two tamed horses.

2. Golden Carrots or Golden Apples: Feed each horse a golden carrot or golden
apple. Hearts will appear, indicating they are in love mode.

3. Wait for the Foal: A foal (baby horse) will be born. The foal will grow over time
or can be fed to speed up its growth.

Summary and Tips

● Choosing the Best Horse: Test multiple horses for speed and jump height to
find one that suits your needs best.

● Safety First: Always have a lead and fence post to secure your horse when not
in use.

● Exploration: Use your horse for faster travel and easier exploration of new
biomes and structures.

Learning how to tame a horse in Minecraft is a straightforward yet engaging process
that enriches your gameplay experience. By following these steps and tips, you can
master the art of horse taming and make the most out of your Minecraft adventures.
Whether for practical use or just for the joy of riding, a tamed horse is an invaluable
companion in the expansive world of Minecraft.


